
Reflection Activity & Assessment of Summer Reading: 

A Thousand Beginnings and Endings, edited by Ellen Oh 
 

General Information Summer One Read Program- 
Summer 2019 

 

The goal of our summer One Read is to encourage our students to read and provide them 

with a positive experience. We believe in this as a whole school community; and as such, 

require everyone, faculty and students alike, to have one reading experience that we will 

share together in a number of ways.  This year’s One Read is A Thousand Beginnings 

and Endings, edited by Ellen Oh. This is the 14th Anniversary of our One Read program 

and we've selected an anthology of short stories that delivers an experience that is compelling, fun and 

interesting for students.  

 

Requirements:  All students are required to read at least three (3) short stories from A Thousand Beginnings 

and Endings but are welcome to read all 15 short stories if they so choose. Each student will write and submit a 

reading reflection paragraph about the One Read experience along with a One Read Project Activity due on the 

first full day of school, Sept. 4, 2019. Students will also be required to read another book (s) from the 2019 

English Department summer reading list. Refer to the Bishop Fenwick website, www.fenwick.org  and select 

the Academics Tab to locate the O'Rourke Library & Information Center for Summer Reading Program details.   

About the book:  The book is an anthology of short stories written by 15 recognized young adult fiction authors. 

The collected stories range from ghost lovers and star-crossed romance to android wars, virtual reality, and the 

social complications of high school.   Although the quality of writing is strong throughout, readers will find 

themselves more attracted to some stories than others, telling us something about our reading preferences.   

Students may stop reading after three (3) short stories or continue on to read all 15.  Readers will be excited to 

see that each of the authors share the myth or folktale that inspired their contemporary story along with tidbits 

about their own writing.  Information about each author is provided along with websites to learn more about the 

author.  Areas of the world and various cultures represented throughout the stories point to parts of East Asia 

and South Asia, encouraging readers, we hope, to pull out their maps and expand their global awareness. 

About the reading reflection paragraph: The reflection component of the Summer One Read requires a 

paragraph addressing three-points found on the project description sheets.  Everyone, for every project, needs to 

write a single paragraph that addresses three simple ideas about the One Read summer experience. 

About the reflection projects: Project description sheets for each option and the grading rubric are available on 

the Library section of the Fenwick website @  www.fenwick.org.  Along with the reading reflection paragraph, 

students are required to complete one project over the summer that demonstrates reflection on the reading:: 

Letter to the Author  Freshmen Only 

Photography Project 

An Altered Book Project 

A Short Story Creative Writing Project  

 

Completed projects with the reading reflection paragraph attached, are due to homeroom teachers on the first 

day of school September 4, 2019.  Once assessed, the grades will be forwarded to the Religion department in 

time to be included with the first quarter scores for report cards. 

 

If you have any questions about the projects or about the choice of reading, please contact Ms. Smith via email 

dms@fenwick.org.   
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